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Active queue management with discrete sliding modes

in TCP networks
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Abstract. In this paper, a new active queue management (AQM) algorithm for data traffic control in TCP/IP networks is developed. The
algorithm design is based on the principles of discrete sliding-mode control. Unlike majority of earlier studies, the design procedure considers
the effects of both non-negligible delay in transferring data and feedback information and unpredictable capacity variations. The switching
function is selected to incorporate a delay compensation mechanism, which ensures efficient network operation even for large bandwidth-
delay product connections. The proposed algorithm, implemented as a packet marking scheme, is tested in discrete event ns-2 simulator. The
results show that the algorithm provides fast convergence to steady state after sudden, unanticipated capacity changes. By generating smaller
overshoots, the proposed algorithm also allows for reducing buffer space requirements to avoid packet loss as compared to the benchmark
AQM solutions.
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1. Introduction

The recent traffic measurements, given e.g. in Cisco reports
and forecasts [1], indicate that the amount of information ex-
changed over the Internet continues to grow. Since data in
the Internet is passed over diverse types of networks, efficient
regulatory mechanisms for the systems with variable trans-
fer capabilities need to be provided. In particular, the data
flow control under dynamically changing networking condi-
tions, disturbances, and modeling uncertainties remains an
open and challenging research issue. In this paper, the prob-
lem of TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Pro-
tocol) congestion control is addressed from a control system
perspective with explicit consideration of uncertain link ca-
pacity (bandwidth) variations.

Looking from the historical perspective, following the Ja-
cobson and Braden algorithm [2], a number of different pro-
posals for TCP congestion control were presented. In gen-
eral, the proposed solutions can be divided into two main
categories. The first category concentrates on the TCP con-
gestion window management at the network end-points. The
reported algorithms appropriately modify the window incre-
ment / decrement functions of the TCP sources, e.g. SACK
[3], TCP NewReno [4], or use – different from the packet
loss – indicators of congestion, e.g. round-trip time (RTT)
measurements in TCP Vegas [5] and other delay-based con-
trol schemes [6]. The second category encompasses active
queue management (AQM) solutions, which provide network
assisted congestion control. The key idea behind AQM follows
from the observation that, by monitoring the packet queue
length, a network node can detect more promptly and accu-
rately the incipient congestion than the remote sources. Then,
preemptive measures can be taken to throttle the incoming

rate before the actual loss of packets is experienced. For ex-
ample, when the packet queue length in the output link buffer
reaches a certain level, then an AQM node can selectively
discard the incoming packets to prevent further input rate in-
crease. Selective packet drop serves as an implicit feedback
mechanism. Instead of discarding the packets, the node can
also signal the incipient congestion by marking appropriate
bits in the packet headers using explicit congestion notifica-
tion (ECN) [7]. The receiver incorporates the feedback in-
formation read from the marked bits in the acknowledgments
destined for the source. Upon the reception of a marked ac-
knowledgment, the source reduces its window size thus in-
creasing the chance of avoiding packet loss at a bottlenecked
AQM node. A working example of an AQM scheme is ran-
dom early detection (RED) designed by Floyd and Jacob-
son [8]. Due to the vulnerability of single-bit congestion noti-
fication, various researchers also proposed the use of two-bit
[9], or multi-bit fields [10, 11] for achieving better accuracy
and faster convergence rates in data flow control. However,
unlike the single-bit ECN, the multi-bit congestion notifica-
tion requires appropriate changes to be introduced into the
existing TCP rules, which hinders wider acceptance of those
proposals.

In this work, a new packet marking scheme for single-bit
ECN congestion control is designed following strict control-
theoretic approach. The design involves the concepts of dis-
crete sliding-mode (DSM) control [12–14], which is well
known to provide efficient performance in various engineer-
ing areas. However, despite its significant potential as a robust
control method, so far the use of sliding-mode control (SMC)
to regulate data traffic in communication networks has been
quite limited. One of the principal obstacles in adopting SMC
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in the considered field is information transfer delay, inherent in
communication networks. The effects of non-negligible delay
should be accounted for in a way that ensures stable sliding
motion without compromising performance in variable net-
working conditions [15–17].

The majority of SMC solutions for data flow control re-
ported so far in the literature are intended for the networks
with implicit feedback, working according to the TCP-AQM
rules. A few AQM design examples were given in continuous-
time domain, e.g. [18, 19], yet without explicit consideration
of delay in the feedback and data paths. The effects of de-
lay are covered in [20–23]. In [20], the time delay of input
signal is taken into account in the design of an AQM con-
trol algorithm, but stability is analyzed only with regard to
matched uncertainties. For a similar model with input de-
lay considered, the effects of mismatched uncertainties have
been studied in [21]. On the other hand, both the input and
state delay have been taken into account in [22], and the
maximum value of delay allowable for preserving the sys-
tem stability has been estimated. A linear matrix inequality
approach has been employed in the design of the observer-
based AQM controller for a system with uncertainties, input
delay, and saturated control [23]. The authors show that the
observer-based controller [23] achieves faster response and
less oscillatory transient behavior in comparison with the al-
gorithm described in [20]. All those works, however, neglect
the sampling effects. A discrete-time SMC approach to AQM
controller design has been presented in [24], but the result is
derived without explicit consideration of input or state delay.
Outside the TCP-AQM paradigm the SMC design examples
can be found also for DiffServ [25, 26] and general-type net-
works [27, 28].

As opposed to the previous SMC approaches to data flow
control in TCP-AQM networks, in this paper both the effects
of finite sampling rate and non-negligible delay are given ex-
plicit consideration in the controller design. The linearized
TCP model is discretized and projected onto n-dimensional
state space. The parameters of switching function are chosen
for dead-beat response to ensure fast convergence to equilibri-
um. The proposed algorithm is implemented as a packet mark-
ing scheme with the marking probability modified according
to the current network state and past control decisions. ns-2
simulations demonstrate that the developed algorithm ensures
fast reaction to unanticipated capacity changes with reduced
buffer size requirements as compared to the classical AQM
solutions.

The paper is organized in the following way. Firstly, in
Sec. 2, the model of TCP dynamics is presented in a con-
venient for controller design state-space form. Afterwards, in
Sec. 3, the design procedure is conducted with the emphasis
placed on the switching function selection. In that section,
a nonlinear control law is proposed and the choice of con-
troller parameters is discussed for different traffic scenarios.
Section 4 reports on the controller performance in comparison
to the benchmark AQM algorithms. Finally, Sec. 5 comprises
the conclusions.

2. System model

One of the most popular models of TCP dynamics was derived
through stochastic fluid-flow approximation of packet traffic
by Misra and co-workers in [29]. In this paper, for the pur-
pose of sliding-mode controller design, the continuous-time,
nonlinear model [29] is linearized, discretized, and presented
in an augmented state space. The state variables are selected
to incorporate the signal history within RTT.

2.1. Fluid-flow nonlinear TCP model. According to [29],
the mathematical description of essential TCP dynamics (with
timeout effects neglected) can be described by the pair of cou-
pled, nonlinear differential equations:

Ẇ (t) =
1

R(t)
− βW (t)

W [t − R(t)]

R[t − R(t)]
p[t − R(t)], (1)

q̇(t) =















N(t)
W (t)

R(t)
− C(t), q(t) > 0,

max

{

0, N(t)
W (t)

R(t)
− C(t)

}

, q(t) = 0,
(2)

where

• W (t) is expected window size (ensemble averaging),
W (t) ∈ [0, Wmax], where Wmax > 0 denotes the maxi-
mum window size,

• q(t) is expected packet queue length in the output link
buffer (ensemble averaging), q(t) ∈ [0, Bsize], where
Bsize > 0 is the buffer capacity,

• C(t) is time-varying capacity available for the controlled
flows (in packets/s), C(t) ∈ [0, Cmax], where Cmax is
the maximum capacity allocated to the controlled (elastic)
traffic,

• R(t) = Tp + q(t)/C(t) is the flow RTT that comprises
propagation delay Tp, typically assumed constant (which is
particularly well justified when the route is fixed during the
transmission), and time-varying queuing delay q(t)/C(t),

• p(t) is probability of packet mark (or drop),
• N(t) is load factor (the number of TCP connections con-

tributing to the queue build-up in the output link buffer),
• β is window decrease parameter, usually taken equal to

1/2, although a more accurate value is sometimes assumed
equal to ln(2) [30], or 2/3 [31].

The packet marking probability p(t) is the control input
and the packet queue length q(t) is selected as the system
output. The available bandwidth C(t) constitutes the part of
the overall link capacity Cmax which is not consumed by the
inelastic or high-priority traffic. In the wireless environment,
function C(t) also captures the link capacity fluctuations (oc-
curring for instance due to the fading and shadowing phe-
nomena). Note that in the wireless networks the channel bit
rate (and thus the actual bandwidth available for data transfer)
varies with time according to the signal strength and bit error
rate. Unlike majority of earlier works, in this paper, capaci-
ty variations are explicitly taken into account in the control
algorithm design. Since capacity variations are not known a

priori, from the control system perspective C(t) constitutes
an exogenous uncertain signal – a disturbance.
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2.2. Linearization and discretization. Depending on the
choice of variables different approximations of system (1)–
(2) can be obtained. In order to ensure efficient data transfer
performance for connections with various, possibly disparate
delays, the delay information is retained in the system descrip-
tion. The capacity available to serve the traffic may vary with
time in an unpredictable way. The effects of finite sampling
rate, which is unavoidable in the practical network realization,
is also taken into account explicitly. Consequently, a more ac-
curate system representation for sliding-mode controller de-
sign as compared to the earlier settings is obtained.

Let W and q be chosen as the state variables. System (1)–
(2) is driven by two inputs: p – the controller command and C
– the unknown perturbation. The operating point is specified
by the quadruple (W0, q0, p0, C0) such that

Ẇ = 0 and q̇ = 0 (3)

for (W, q, p, C) = (W0, q0, p0, C0). Thus, by equating
the left-hand sides of (1) and (2) to zero, the following set of
relations is obtained at the operating point

βp0W
2
0 = 1, NW0 = C0R0,

and R0 = Tp + q0/C0,
(4)

where R0 is the equilibrium RTT. For given load N and prop-
agation delay Tp, the set of feasible operating points is defined
as

Ω(N,Tp) = {(W0, q0, p0, C0) : W0 ∈ (0, Wmax),

q0 ∈ (0, Bsize), p0 ∈ (0, 1), C0 ∈ (0, Cmax)}.
(5)

Introducing the deviations

δW (t) = W (t) − W0, δq(t) = q(t) − q0,

δp(t) = p(t) − p0, δC(t) = C(t) − C0,
(6)

the small-signal approximation of system dynamics (see the
Appendix) can be written in a state-space form as

ẋ(t) = Acx(t) + bcδp(t − R0) + dcδC(t),

y(t) = qT
c
x(t),

(7)

where x(t) = [δq(t)δW (t)]T is the deviation state vector, Ac

is its 2×2 state matrix, bc, dc, and qc are 2×1 vectors:

Ac =









−
1

R0

N

R0

0 −
2N

R2
0C0









, bc =







0

−
βR0C

2
0

N2






,

dc =





−
Tp

R0

0



, qc =

[

1

0

]

.

(8)

Assuming that the system is sampled with period T and
R0 constitutes an integer multiple of T , i.e. R0 = n0T , where
n0 > 0, the zero-order hold discrete-time form of (7),

x[(k + 1)T ] = Adx(kT ) + bdδp[(k − n0)T ] + ddδC(kT ),

y(kT ) = qT
d
x(kT ),

(9)

for k = 0, 1, 2, .... Further on, the independent variable kT

will be written shortly as k. Using the inverse Laplace trans-
form, the discrete-time state matrix Ad = eAcT = L−1{sI−
Ac}|t=T for C0R0 6= 2N ,

Ad =





a11 a12

a21 a22





=

















e
−

T

R0
C0NR0

C0R0 − 2N






e
−

2NT

R2
0C0 − e
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0 e
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2NT
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.

(10)

On the other hand, the discrete-time input and disturbance
vectors

bd =





T
∫

0

eAcτdτ



bc

and

dd =





T
∫

0

eAcτdτ



dc

are calculated as

bd =

[
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]

=β
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,

(11)

and

dd =

[

d1

d2

]

=

[

Tp

(

e
−

T
R0 − 1

)

0

]

. (12)

The output vector qd = qc.
In the special case C0R0 = 2N , one obtains

Ad =

[

a11 a12

a21 a22

]

=











e
−

T

R0
NT

R0
e−

T
R0

0 e−
T

R0











,
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[
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]

= 4βN







(
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T

R0

)

e
−

T
R0 − 1

e−
T

R0 − 1






,

(13)

dd given by (12), and qd = qc.
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2.3. Delay-free model in augmented state space. In order
to circumvent the problems related to controller design in the
presence of non-negligible delay, the system dynamics can be
projected onto extended state space with extra state variables
representing delayed signal history, as shown previously in
the context of integrating [15] and first-order processes [32].

Let v(k) = [v1(k), v2(k), ..., vn(k)]T be a new state
vector with

• v1(k) = y(k) = δq(k) representing the difference between
the packet queue length and its equilibrium value q0,

• v2(k) = δW (k) the difference between the current window
size and W0,

• and the remaining state variables

vi(k) = δp(k − n + i − 1) (14)

for i = 3, ..., n representing the controller command history.
Then, denoting the controller command by u(k) = δp(k),

i.e. the deviation of packet marking probability from p0, and
the deviation of available capacity from C0 by d(k) = δC(k)
discrete-time system (9) is represented in the extended state
space as

v(k + 1) = Av(k) + bu(k) + dd(k),

y(k) = qTv(k).
(15)

In (15), A is n× n state matrix, b, d, and q are n× 1 input,
disturbance, and output vectors, respectively,

A =























a11 a12 b1 0 . . . 0

0 a22 b2 0 . . . 0

0 0 0 1 . . . 0
...

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 0 . . . 1

0 0 0 0 . . . 0























,

b =























0

0

0
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0
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, d =























d1

0

0
...

0

0























, q =























1

0

0
...

0

0























,

(16)

and the system order n = n0 + 2 = (R0/T ) + 2 depends on
the discretization period and RTT of the connections passing
through the AQM router. Note that since R0 > 0, the system
is at least of order 3. The coefficients a11, a12, a22, b1, b2 are
taken from (10) and (11) if C0R0 6= 2N , and from (13) other-
wise. The constant d1 is determined from (12). The deviation
dynamics should be kept in the vicinity of the operating point.
Hence, the desired system state is the origin of the deviation
space.

3. Sliding-mode control law

The purpose of control action can be formulated as to reach
the desired operating point (to drive the queue length to a set-
point level), and to maintain the system dynamics near the
operating point despite modeling inaccuracies and external
disturbances. In the considered application, the queue length
drift from equilibrium due to capacity variations should cause
neither buffer overflow (and packet drop), nor buffer depletion
and decreased usage of the available bandwidth. The princi-
pal obstacle in maintaining q(t) confined to (0, Bsize) when
the bandwidth diverges from C0 is the time between taking
the control decision and experiencing the modified input rate
at the node that adjusted the packet marking probability –
round-trip delay R.

3.1. Design of switching function. The controller design is
performed using the theory of DSM control – an inherently
robust regulation technique [12–14]. A key point in the design
of sliding-mode controllers is selection of appropriate switch-
ing function (or sliding plane) that determines the desirable
dynamical properties of the developed control system. Due
to the presence of non-negligible delay, in order to provide
stable and fast system response, the switching function should
incorporate a delay compensator.

Let the switching function

s(k) = −cT v(k) (17)

with vector

cT = [c1 c2 c3 ... cn], cT b 6= 0, (18)

describing the sliding hyperplane cT v(k) = 0. Substituting
(15) into the equation cT v(k + 1) = 0 and rearranging, one
obtains the equivalent control

ueq(k) = −(cT b)−1cT Av(k)

and the closed-loop state matrix

Acl = [In − b(cT b)−1cT ]A,

where In denotes n × n identity matrix.
A good control scheme for data transmission networks

should provide fast responsiveness to the changes of network-
ing conditions. Therefore, parameters of the sliding plane are
selected for a dead-beat scheme. Dead-beat control requires
all the closed-loop poles to be placed at the origin. The char-
acteristic polynomial of Acl is calculated as

zn +
cn−1 − (a11 + a22) cn

cn

zn−1

+
a11 (a22cn − cn−1) − a22cn−1 + cn−2

cn

zn−2 + ...

+
a11 (a22c5 − c4) − a22c4 + c3

cn

z3

+
a11 (a22c4 − c3) − a22c3 + b1c1 + b2c2

cn

z2

+
a11 (a22c3 − b2c2) + a12b2c1 − a22b1c1

cn

z.

(19)
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For all the roots of (19) to be placed at the origin the deter-
minant det(zIn − Acl) should equal to zn, which is satisfied
when simultaneously

0 = cn−1 − (a11 + a22) cn,

0 = a11 (a22cn − cn−1) − a22cn−1 + cn−2,

...

0 = a11 (a22c5 − c4) − a22c4 + c3,

0 = a11 (a22c4 − c3) − a22c3 + b1c1 + b2c2,

0 = a11 (a22c3 − b2c2) + a12b2c1 − a22b1c1.

(20)

Equation set (20) is solved recursively. First, cn−1 is
determined from the first equation in the set as cn−1 =
(a11 +a22)cn. Next, cn−1 is substituted into the second equa-
tion in (20). In this way, cn−2 may be expressed in terms of
system parameters and the last component of vector c. Contin-
uing the substitutions, the following relation may be observed

cn−j = cn

j
∑

i=0

aj−i
11 ai

22, for j = 1, ..., n − 3 (21)

and

c2 =

(

cn

n−2
∑

i=0

an−2−i
11 ai

22 − b1c1

)

/b2,

c1 = cnan−1
11 /(a11b1 + a12b2 − a22b1).

(22)

Substituting (21) and (22) into (17), one obtains

cTv(k) = c1v1(k) + c2v2(k)

+ cn

n
∑

j=3

(

n−j+1
∑

i=0

an−j+1−i
11 ai

22

)

vj(k).
(23)

For j = 2, 3, ..., n the state variables vj(k) = δp(k−n+j−1).
Hence, the sum

cn

n
∑

j=3

(

n−j+1
∑

i=0

an−j+1−i
11 ai

22

)

vj(k)

=

k−1
∑

j=k−n0

(

k−j
∑

i=0

ak−j−i
11 ai

22

)

δp(j),

(24)

Without loss of generality cn may be taken as unity. Since
v1(k) = δq(k) and v2(k) = δW (k), then using (24) one may
represent switching function (17) as

s(k) = −g1δq(k) − g2δW (k)

−
k−1
∑

j=k−n0

(

k−j
∑

i=0

ak−j−i
11 ai

22

)

δp(j),
(25)

where

g1 =
an
11

a11b1 + a12b2 − a22b1

and

g2 =
(a12b2 − a22b1) an−1

11

b2 (a11b1 + a12b2 − a22b1)
+

a22

b2

n−2
∑

i=0

an−2−i
11 ai

22.

(26)

The delay compensating features are synthesized in the last
term in (25).

3.2. Control law. For t ∈ [kT , (k + 1)T ) the marking prob-
ability according to DSM control law is calculated as

p(t) = p(k) = p0 + γsgn[s(k)], (27)

where the sgn function is defined as

sgn(s) =

{

−1, if s ≤ 0,

1, if s > 0.
(28)

In order to reduce chattering, instead of sgn, a sigmoid func-
tion sig = s/(|s| + δ), δ > 0, can be applied [33]. Both
functions are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Sgn (a) and sigmoid (b) functions

The gain γ is adjusted as

0 < γ ≤ min{p0, 1 − p0} (29)

so that feasible marking probability p ∈ [0, 1] is ensured.
Equation (27) with switching function (25) represent a

fixed-gain variable-state nonlinear control law. In order to de-
termine the current packet marking rate p(k), the controller
uses the measurement of instantaneous queue length δq(k),
the window size estimate (obtained from the observation of
packet incoming rate) δW (k), and the marking rate history
recorded within the last RTT. Since all the controller para-
meters can be computed offline, good operational efficiency
in software implementation is ensured. The structure of the
designed controller is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Note that if the sigmoid function with δ > 1 is applied,
one obtains a low-gain proportional controller, which is suit-
able if the available capacity undergoes high-frequency vari-
ations, such as in multi-user wireless networks.
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Fig. 2. Proposed control strategy

4. Simulations

The properties of designed AQM strategy (27) are verified in a
series of tests conducted in ns-2 discrete event simulator [34].
The network topology used in the experiments is depicted in
Fig. 3. In the considered scenario, the data exchange occurs
among three nodes: TCP traffic source (S), router supporting
AQM (R), and destination (D). Source S reflects an aggre-
gate entry point of N = 50 TCP NewReno flows. The link
connecting nodes S and R is characterized by the capacity
100 Mbit/s and propagation latency 30 ms, and the link con-
necting nodes R and D by the maximum capacity 10 Mbit/s
and propagation latency 70 ms. Thus, the round-trip propaga-
tion delay Tp = 200 ms.

Each flow is fed with non-exhausting FTP data stream.
The packet size is set as 1040 bytes (1000-byte payload + 40-
byte header) and the target queue length as q0 = 100 packets.
The queue limit is adjusted as 2000 packets so that packet
loss is avoided and buffer size requirements can be assessed.
With the sampling period chosen as T = 30 ms, a discrete
system of order n = 12 is obtained. In the model, the window
decrease factor β is assumed equal 0.7.

Performance of the proposed DSM controller is compared
with two classical AQM schemes: RED [8] and PI [35]. In
the tests, RED maxth is set as 200 packets and PI refer-
ence queue length as 100 packets. The remaining parame-

ters of benchmark solutions are left at the default ns-2 val-
ues.

Test 1. In the first series of simulations, the actual capac-
ity available for the flows at the bottleneck link R–D varies
with time as specified in Table 1. Consequently, as shown
in Fig. 4, after each change the available capacity remains
constant for several RTTs and ultimately returns to the op-
erating point value set as C0 = 1000 packets/s (approx.
8 Mbit/s). The DSM controller gain is chosen according to
(29) as γ = min {p0, 1 − p0} = p0 = 0.039.

The queue length evolution obtained in the test is depicted
in Fig. 5 (initial phase) and Fig. 6 (for t > 10 s), and mark-
ing probability obtained from the DSM algorithm in Fig. 7.
One can notice a significant difference between the maximum
queue length among the compared algorithms. In the case of
RED and PI the initial overshoot results in the maximum of
1000 packets. Moreover, q oscillates with large amplitude be-
fore it settles near q0. In turn, in the case of DSM algorithm
the maximum queue length equals 502 packets. Since a low-
er maximum queue implies smaller buffer capacity to avoid
packet drop, the proposed algorithm offers a less memory
consuming solution than the benchmark ones. Furthermore,
unlike RED, the DSM controller keeps the queue length strict-
ly positive. As a result, the entire available capacity is used
to serve the packet traffic and maximum throughput is ob-
tained [36].

Fig. 3. Network topology used in experiments
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Table 1
Available capacity at the bottleneck link (Test 1)

Simulation time t [s] C (t) [packets/s] C (t) [Mbit/s]

0–10 1000 7.93

10–20 1250 9.92

20–30 1000 7.93

30–40 750 5.95

40–50 1000 7.93

Fig. 4. Available capacity in Test 1

Fig. 5. Queue length interval 0–10 s

Fig. 6. Queue length, interval 10–50 s

Fig. 7. Marking probability (DSM)

It follows from Fig. 5 that after a link capacity change
the DSM controller drives the queue length to the neighbor-
hood of new operating point. The modified queuing delay may
cause a drift in the end-to-end latency, which is disadvanta-
geous for multimedia streams. However, it can be noticed that
when the capacity returns to C0 the queue length converges
to q0 and remains in the vicinity of q0. In order to reduce the
queue length sensitivity to persistent capacity changes, feed-
forward disturbance compensation can be applied [37, 38].

Test 2. Owing to its fast dynamics, the DSM controller
promptly reacts to capacity variations yet may lead to in-
creased delay jitter (originating from queue length fluctua-
tions). In the second test, the controller performance is evalu-
ated in the presence of random capacity variations – uniform
in the range [800, 1200 packets/s] – illustrated in Fig. 8. In or-
der to mitigate the influence of these high-frequency capacity
changes, the DSM controller gain is decreased to 0.01. Also,
instead of sgn, a sigmoid function with δ = 10 is applied.

Fig. 8. Available capacity with high frequency components

The resulting queue length is shown in Fig. 9 and mark-
ing probability in Fig. 10. It is clear from the graphs that
the communication system stability is preserved despite high-
frequency capacity fluctuations. Both DSM and RED algo-
rithms keep the queue length in a close vicinity of the oper-
ating point. As compared with the results of Test 1 (Fig. 6),
the range of q variations has been reduced, which implies
smaller delay jitter without increase in average queuing delay.
Therefore, the proposed control strategy is flexible enough to
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serve both loss and delay sensitive traffic with intuitive tuning
limited to the choice of just two parameters – γ and δ.

Fig. 9. Queue length

Fig. 10. Marking probability (DSM)

The primary purpose of the considered model is to ex-
amine the influence of uncertain, a priori unknown capacity
changes that reflect the situation in real communication net-
works. For that model a robust data flow control solution has
been established. However, it would be interesting to evaluate
performance of the proposed DSM strategy also in the pres-
ence of other parameter uncertainty. Therefore, in two further
simulations, in addition to random capacity variations, the ef-
fects of load (number of flows) N changes and random data
loss experienced by the input stream are analyzed.

Test 3. The system model in Subec. 2.2 is constructed
under the typical condition that number of flows N is con-
stant during the transmission. However, one cannot actually
expect that this condition will be guaranteed in a working
TCP/IP network. Therefore, in the third test, the controller
performance is evaluated in the presence of load changes – in
the range [40, 60 flows] illustrated in Fig. 11. The capacity
undergoes random variations depicted in Fig. 8. The algo-
rithm parameters are adjusted in the same way as in Test 2,
i.e. assuming that the number of flows is constant and equals
N0 = 50.

Fig. 11. Variable number of flows in Test 3

The resulting queue length is shown in Fig. 12 and mark-
ing probability in Fig. 13. It follows from Fig. 12 that the
communication system stability is preserved under variable
load conditions. Although the shifts in the number of flows
affect the average queue length (similarly as in the case of
RED and PI controllers, though with smaller overshoot), it
can be noticed that when the number of flows returns to N0

the queue length converges to q0, and remains in the vicinity
of q0 afterwards.

Fig. 12. Queue length under variable load

Fig. 13. Marking probability under variable load

Test 4. In the fourth series of simulations, the influence
of random packet loss on the performance of proposed con-
trol law is examined. The test is conducted with 2% loss rate
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on the path from source S to steering node R. The capacity
on the outgoing link is subject to uniform variations in the
range [800, 1200 packets/s] illustrated in Fig. 8. To achieve
fast reaction to variable networking conditions the control law
is tuned in the same way as in Test 1, i.e. the sgn function is
applied and the DSM controller gain is chosen as γ = 0.039.

Fig. 14. Queue length in packet loss scenario

Fig. 15. Marking probability in packet loss scenario

The obtained queue length is shown in Fig. 14 and mark-
ing probability in Fig. 15. The average queue length moves
below the set-point value q0 = 100 packets. The deficiency
in the incoming rate (and the resulting queue length) due to
losses does not trigger oscillatory behavior. However, a further
increase in loss rate adversely affects the network throughput.
The queue length may drop to zero and not all of the avail-
able bandwidth will be utilized. Nevertheless, the stability is
maintained.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a new AQM packet marking algorithm for TCP
networks was designed using the theory of DSM control.
In contrast to the typical approaches found in the literature,
the proposed design methodology gives explicit consideration
to non-negligible latency in data and feedback information
exchange, finite sampling frequency of transfer rate adapta-
tions, and uncertain bandwidth fluctuations. By considering
the combined effect of delay and a variable bandwidth in the
design process, the proposed algorithm offers faster reaction

to the changes of networking conditions (reflected in parame-
ter fluctuations) and smaller range of queue length variations
than the classical AQM schemes. As a result, more efficient
buffer space management (reduced capacity requirements) can
be achieved in high-speed networks.

The control algorithm is expressed in a closed form with
constant gain vector precomputable before the actual control
process commences. Since the controller parameters can be
calculated offline and the algorithm uses only fundamental
arithmetic and logic operations, good efficiency in software
(or hardware) implementation is guaranteed. The tuning to a
particular pattern of capacity variations and link type reduces
to the choice of just two parameters and can be automated.
As a result, the administrative effort to set up the algorithm
at a network node is negligible.

Since the queue length does not exhibit large overshoots
in response to parameter variations, e.g. a sudden change in
the available bandwidth or network load, smaller buffer suf-
fices to eliminate the risk of packet loss due to overflow. In
consequence, the proposed algorithm is well suited to serve
loss sensitive traffic, such as batch transfer of financial da-
ta. Its possible drawback, originating from the predictor-like
structure incorporated to mitigate the effects of delay, is that
for a persistent capacity change the queue length settles at
new equilibrium. The resulting change in the queuing delay
affects the overall latency of transmitted data streams, which
may adversely affect multimedia traffic. In order to reduce
queue length sensitivity to capacity changes, feed-forward dis-
turbance compensation can be applied in a way similar to
[37, 38].

Appendix

It is assumed that R is constant at the operating point and the
nested dependence of the time-delay argument t−R(t) on the
queue length and available bandwidth can be ignored (which
is a reasonable assumption in the majority of practical cases
[39]). Therefore, in the linearization procedure t−R(t) is set
as t − R0. Taking N and Tp as constants and preserving the
information about input delay, the following simplified system
dynamics is obtained

Ẇ (t) =
1

Tp + q(t)/C(t)

−
βW 2(t)

Tp + q(t)/C(t)
p(t − R0),

(30)

q̇(t) =
NW (t)

Tp + q(t)/C(t)
− C(t). (31)

Let the right-hand sides of (30) and (31) be denoted by

f(W, q, pR, C) =
1

Tp + q/C
−

βW 2

Tp + q/C
pR, (32)

g(W, q, C) =
NW

Tp + q/C
− C, (33)
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where pR(t) = p(t−R0). Then, after taking the partial deriv-
atives of f and g and considering (4), one has at the operating
point

∂f

∂C
=

q

C2

1

(Tp + q/C)2
−

q

C2

βW 2

(Tp + q/C)2
pR = 0,

∂f

∂W
= −

2βWpR

Tp + q/C
= −

2N

R2
0C0

,

∂f

∂pR

= −
βW 2

Tp + q/C
= −

βR0C
2
0

N2
,

∂f

∂q
=

βW 2pR − 1

C (Tp + q/C)
2 = 0,

(34)

and
∂g

∂C
=

q

C2

NW

(Tp + q/C)2
− 1 = −

Tp

R0
,

∂g

∂W
=

N

Tp + q/C
=

N

R0
,

∂g

∂q
= −

NW

C (Tp + q/C)
2 = −

1

R0
.

(35)

Thus, the small-signal representation of (30) and (31),

δẆ (t) = −
2N

R2
0C0

δW (t) −
βR0C

2
0

N2
δp(t − R0), (36)

δq̇(t) = −
1

R0
δq(t) +

N

R0
δW (t) −

Tp

R0
δC(t). (37)
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